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  Recruitment or Talent Acquisition? That is the question!  
  Building live talent communities 
  Career transition to online marketer 
  Innovative sourcing and talent attraction techniques 
  Attracting talent to your employer brand 
  The metrics that matter 

 

What’s in Store 
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  There’s no right or wrong approach. But they are definitely 
not synonymous 
  Short-term vs long-term 
  Quick fix vs long-term planning 
  Tactical vs strategic 
  Reactive vs proactive 
  Filling vacancies vs an ongoing strategy to find future leaders 

 
 

Are You Recruiting or Acquiring Talent? 
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  Recruitment Process: Advertise à Review applications à 
Reject candidates à Repeat 

  Talent Acquisition Process: Build talent communities à 
Nurture live talent pools à Engage potential qualified hires 

 
 

Recruitment vs Talent Acquisition … continued 
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Bersin by Deloitte defines talent acquisition as “a strategic 
approach to identifying, attracting, and onboarding talent to 
efficiently and effectively meet dynamic business needs.” 
Recruitment is defined as “the tactical component of 
attracting and identifying job candidates.”  
 
The difference comes down to connecting talent to business 
needs versus just addressing a momentary need. 
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  Reignite your database and re-engage with forgotten talent 
  ABC – Always Be Cultivating. Talent acquisition is a sales 
process 
  Reduce time to hire and predict the talent that are most 
ready for a new opportunity 
  Find exactly who you’re looking for: qualified; interested and 
available 
  Offer a rich and personalised candidate experience 

 
 

Building Live Talent Communities 
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LiveHire – livehire.me 
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  How do you source and engage your talent today? 
  Use multiple touch points  
  Target and hyper-personalise your messages 
  Run small experiments and test often: email or social or …? 
  Should an email even come from a recruiter? 

 
 

Thinking Like an Online Marketer 
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  Why do I care as a potential candidate? 
  Why are you even reaching out to me? 
  Why are you any different? 
  What is the actual job? 

The “three why’s to one what” Strategy 
… Jer Langhans, Cofounder – Paired Sourcing 
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Adding Value vs Being a Necessary Evil 
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Chameleons, Catfish and Cybersleuths 
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  Finding people vs finding the right people vs finding all the 
people! 
  Sourcing is so much more than simply specialised resume 
search and candidate name generation 
  If you don’t understand the difference, you will end up 
adding to your overall cost and time to hire 
  Distinct activities; different goals and outcomes; requiring 
very different skills and processes 

 
 

The Difference Between Sourcing and Recruiting 
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“Sourcing is the act of identifying prospect candidates who fit a 
target profile. It’s the proactive search for qualified candidates; 
and not just the perusal of CVs and applications received in 
response to an online job posting. For some, in addition to the 
identification of talent, sourcing also includes the assessment 
and candidate engagement piece.” 

How do You Define Sourcing? 
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Innovative Sourcing and Talent Attraction  
Techniques  
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Innovative Sourcing and Talent Attraction  
Techniques … continued 

recruitloop.com/blog/portfolio/recruitment-technology-guide
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Innovative Sourcing and Talent Attraction  
Techniques … continued 
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Innovative Sourcing and Talent Attraction  
Techniques … continued 
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‘Snaplications’: Using SnapChat to Recruit 
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Using Instagram to Recruit 
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The Importance of Your Employer Brand 
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  Does your employer brand appeal to all potential hires? 
  Could it unintentionally force certain talent to self-select out of 
your recruitment process? 
  When did you last experience your application process? 
  Adapting to changes in job seeking behaviour 

 

Attracting Talent to Your Employer Brand 
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Adding Value by Creating a Positive Candidate 
Experience  
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Adding Value by Creating a Positive Candidate  
Experience … continued 
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  Time to hire 
  Time to start 
  Time to productivity 
  The ‘efficiency ratio’ vs the cost of hire 
  The ‘silver medalist phenomenon’ 
  Metrics around the candidate experience 

 

The Metrics That Matter 
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Adding Value by Becoming a Trusted Advisor 
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Thank you 

 

e: paul@recruitloop.com 
m: +1 (415) 794 6052 
t: @Paul_Slezak 
in: linkedin.com/in/paulslezak/ 


